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A spiritual teacher and Vedic Astrologer set out to uncover her unique path in business.  

What she discovered was a universal formula for creating true wealth and success!  

* * * * * * *

What if creating a wealthy life could be as simple as being who you are, and doing what you love? 

You have a unique internal design for wealth. This formula is encoded in your soul blueprint—and, like your 
fingerprint, it’s unlike that of any other human being. It's called your Sacred Wealth Code®, and it is written 
in the universal language of purpose and prosperity. 

Your Sacred Wealth Code is unlike any other wealth creation book out there. It isn't an investment guide, 
a pyramid scheme, or a sales manual. It isn't even a "follow your passion to success" guide (although passion is 
an important part of your Wealth Code). Instead, this book is a key to unlock what your soul already knows: 
what makes you unique in the world, and how you can leverage your purpose, your desire, and your own set 
of “superpowers” to connect with your personal path to wealth. 

Prema Lee Gurreri uncovered the Sacred Wealth Code and its accompanying body of work while on an 
internal quest to align with her own purpose and prosperity. Prior to discovering her own Wealth Code, 
Prema had created a well-known yoga studio and wellness center in Washington State. An acclaimed Vedic 
Astrologer, spiritual teacher, and coach, she nevertheless struggled to make things work in her business and 
life. After a harrowing “dark night of the soul,” during which she was called upon to release both her business 
and her marriage, she decided it was time to find out why, despite so much hard work and sacrifice, she was 
still so challenged around money and success. 

Using her insight as a Vedic Astrologer and intuitive, Prema undertook a deep, internal dive, and emerged 
not only with the knowledge of how to change her own life, but with a universal formula for creating true 
wealth and success that can be applied by anyone, in any field, at any stage of life. 



In Your Sacred Wealth Code, Prema brings to bear her twenty-five years of teaching experience and her expertise 
as a soul-aligned business coach to provide a comprehensive, easy-to-follow playbook for aligning with, 
inviting, and creating real wealth in your life. This is the same formula that Prema used to pull herself out of 
financial crisis and create a multiple-six-figure business doing work that uses her high-value gifts and talents, 
and is fully aligned with her soul desire, passion, and purpose. 

This book includes everything you need to discover, understand, embody, and operate from your internal 
intersection of purpose and prosperity. Through stories, discussion, meditations, and experiential Wealth 
Focus practices, you will undertake a journey to discover your soul blueprint and personal Wealth Code, and 
learn how to take daily inspired action to finally claim the abundant, prosperous life that is your birthright. 

In Your Sacred Wealth Code, you will learn: 

• A new definition for wealth and success (hint: it's not just about money!) 
• How you are uniquely designed for wealth 
• Why your Sacred Wealth Code is the surest pathway to success and fulfillment in all areas of 

your life
• How to use the Four Pillars of your Sacred Wealth Code to navigate to your “soul's 

neighborhood” where purpose and prosperity intersect within you
• Why your greatest challenges are actually the keys to your personal superpowers—and how you 

can use both to uncover your wealth destiny
• How to identify and work with your Sacred Wealth Code Archetypes and establish your inner 

Wealth Council
• How to put your passion, purpose, and personal superpowers to work in real life, so you can 

start creating your wealth dream today! 

Your Sacred Wealth Code is waiting. Are you ready to reveal it?

* * * * * * *

Your Sacred Wealth Code: Unlock Your Soul Blueprint for Purpose & Prosperity is available on 
Amazon.com, at select bookstores, and at SacredWealthCode.com. 

AUTHOR  Prema Lee Gurreri    PRICE  $14.97
ISBN  978-0-9987712-0-5     LCCN  2017903133



PRAISE FOR YOUR SACRED WEALTH CODE

“I'm in awe. This is the most revealing, empowering, and inspiring book I've seen on attracting wealth from your own 
unique sacred path. Read it. Live it. Prosper from it.”

- DR. JOE VITALE , author of  The Attractor Factor, star of  The Secret

“Your Sacred Wealth Code goes far beyond applying spiritual principles to charting what can be an elusive path to 
prosperity.  Prema Lee Gurreri not only describes a conscious path to freedom and wealth, she also asks the penetrating 
questions to reveal what wealth means to you personally and the beliefs and cultural messages that stand in your way. 
Prepare to do some soul searching with this beautiful book as you align internally with the expansion you—and your 
soul—want you to experience in all areas of  your life: money, energy, love and time.”

- GAIL LARSEN , best-selling author of  Transformational Speaking: If  You Want to Change the World, Tell a Better Story

“Having worked personally with Prema, I know her intuitive and healing capacity firsthand. She is the real deal, and 
in her book, Your Sacred Wealth Code, she takes her extensive personal and professional experience and distills it into a 
powerful framework for accessing and activating your true wealth—a wealth that is not just about having more than 
enough money, but about attracting more than enough of  everything you need to live an amazing, meaningful life. As 
you read and apply the wisdom in this book, you will be turning on the divine power plant within you that can provide 
everything you need, want, hope for, and desire in an ever-expanding, never-ending flow of  prosperity. So, read this 
book! Unlock your Wealth Code, and live the life you were truly meant to live!”

- DEREK RYDALL , best-selling author of Emergence, host of  the  top podcast, “Emergence” 

“Prema takes us on a journey in this beautiful and wise book, Your Sacred Wealth Code that has never been presented 
before. This is easily one of  the most practical and enlightening journeys to real wealth, with a definitely personal 
twist. Prema has helped thousands discover their passion and purpose, and channel that into true and permanent 
wealth. This is a can't-miss book that may not only change your world but will change the world. Prema walks her talk, 
and is a true leader in wealth consciousness on the planet at this time.”

- DR. KIMBERLY McGEORGE, ND, CNH  Energy Healer, Remote Viewer Radio host of   
“Secret to Everything” on The X Zone, founder of  SecretToEverything.com



“Thank you, Prema, for sharing your conscious wealth wisdom! We loved that you identified wealth as more than  
materialism, including spiritual and emotional wealth. You have put together a well-written, effective and eye-opening 
book that helps the reader identify where they may be blocking their own abundance. We certainly feel ready and able 
to allow and create more wealth after reading!”

- TAMARA VEITCH DeFAZIO & RENE DeFAZIO , authors of  One Great Year and the Great Year Series

“The way we have been taught to think about wealth and money is too narrow; it doesn't serve us anymore. If  you're 
passionate about growing a life and business that is totally in sync with you, your purpose, your passion, and your 
mission in the world, Your Sacred Wealth Code is the key to your success. It goes beyond strategy to the core of  what 
makes us tick as wealth attractors. I highly recommend this book!”

- BRET GREGORY , author of  Attract Customers Now From Facebook: Simple, Cost-Effective Marketing For Entrepreneurs

“Your Sacred Wealth Code lays out a transformational path for aligning with your purpose so ‘wealth springs like a 
fountain.’ It will open your eyes to how we limit ourselves when we think of  wealth as being exclusively about money. 
And best of  all, it will show you once and for all that you can’t have true wealth without living your purpose … and 
how to discover exactly what your purpose is. I highly recommend this wise and compassionate road map for finally 
sharing your deepest gifts with the world, and receiving all the gifts the world has in store for you.”

- JENNIFER CORNBLEET , success coach, best-selling author of  Raw Food Made Easy, founder of  TastyLifeCoaching.com

“There are people in this world who are extraordinarily gifted, and Prema Lee Gurreri is one of  those people. In her 
latest book, Your Sacred Wealth Code; Unlock Your Soul Blueprint For Purpose and Prosperity, Prema brilliantly presents a well 
a written playbook full of  stories, questions, and exercises that take the reader on a journey of  inner wisdom. The 
more one delves into the book, the more the path becomes illuminated, leading to joyous discovery of  purpose and 
its connection to wealth as it relates to one's relationships, career, business, finances and more. I love this book and 
Prema's insights. Its time has come.”

- TERRY WILDEMANN, CEC, CPCC, CPBA, professional speaker, certified Success Coach, author

“Everyone has wealth locked inside of  them. The key is uncovering what is stopping you from achieving it. Prema's 
book demonstrates how you can easily apply the truth of  wealth to your life based on who you already are! As a Global 
Brand Visionary and Empowerment Coach for women leaders, I feel that this work is needed in the world; I highly 
recommend this book to everyone struggling to master wealth in their lives!”

- HEATHER PICKEN , best-selling author of  Woman On Fire, entrepreneur, founder of  www.HeatherPicken.com



Your Sacred 
Wealth Code

ORACLE CARDS
WINNER OF FOUR 2018 COVR AWARDS, INCLUDING : 

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR!
GOLD - DIVINATION PRODUCTS

GOLD- MANIFESTATION PRODUCTS
SILVER- VISIONARY PRODUCTS

This one-of-a-kind oracle deck of  Sacred Wealth Code Archetypes is your gateway to connect with 
your inner design for wealth! 

Each Archetype embodies powerful prosperity traits which will help you align with your purpose, high-value 
gifts, and soul desire for success. 

Whether as a companion to Prema Lee Gurreri's #1 best-selling, award-winning book, Your Sacred Wealth 
Code: Unlock Your Soul Blueprint for Purpose & Prosperity, or as a stand-alone tool for meditation and alignment, 
this best-selling deck and guidebook will help you dive deeper into your soul's truth about wealth, success, 
and fulfillment! 

QUESTIONS FOR PREMA 

1. What is the best way to use the cards? 

2. How do you best use the guidance from the guidebook? 

3. Do I need to have read the book, Your Sacred Wealth Code, to use the Oracle Cards? 

4. How do the Oracle Cards work with the book? 

5. How do you use the cards when you don't know your Sacred Wealth Code 
Archetypes? 

6. If  I know my archetypes, will the other cards still be useful to me? 

7. Share a success story from someone who has used the Oracle Cards.



Your Sacred 
Wealth Code
JOURNAL

Coming soon from Heart Drop Press! 

This daily journal empowers users to interact with their Sacred 
Wealth Code Archetypes in a new way —a way which focuses 
on their highest-value gifts and soul blueprint for success! 

Whether as a companion to Prema Lee Gurreri's award-
winning, #1 best-selling book, Your Sacred Wealth Code: Unlock 
Your Soul Blueprint for Purpose & Prosperity and/or her best-selling Your Sacred Wealth Code Oracle Cards, or 
as a stand-alone tool for daily reflection, this journal will help you dive deeper into what your soul already 
knows about your highest-value gifts, wealth potential, and heart-based inspired action. 

QUESTIONS FOR PREMA 
1. What are the daily journal practices in the Sacred Wealth Code Journal, and how do 

they help users create wealth? 
2. What is the difference between action and "inspired action," and how does this 

journal help users identify which is which? 
3. How does the Journal work with the book, Your Sacred Wealth Code, and Your Sacred 

Wealth Code Oracle Cards? 
4. Can you use this journal if  you haven't read Your Sacred Wealth Code?  
5. If  I know my archetypes, will the weekly Wealth Council exercises in the journal still 

be useful to me?
6. Share a success story from someone who has used the Sacred Wealth Code Journal. 



ABOUT PREMA
Prema Lee Gurreri is committed to creating a world 
where everyone is empowered to live according to their soul 
blueprint: on purpose, in a way that is aligned with their 
divine gifts and their birthright of  true prosperity.

Prema guides and teaches entrepreneurs, visionaries, 
and change agents to lead with their unique, high-value 
gifts and fully align with their purpose and passion to 
create wealth for themselves and the world simply by 
being who they are and doing what they love to do. 

She believes that our core purpose is to be true to ourselves 
so we can claim our power and wholeness and manifest 
wealth in our own unique and meaningful ways. When 
we do what we are uniquely great at―rather than what we 

are merely good at―we invoke the power of  our soul blueprint and our divine birthright. She created 
her Soulutionary® programs and services to empower clients to lead lives poised at the intersection of  
prosperity and purpose, and live from the hearts of  their Sacred Wealth Codes. 

Prema is the creator of  Your Sacred Wealth Code, a body of  work which includes the #1 best-
selling, award-winning author of  Your Sacred Wealth Code: Unlock Your Soul Blueprint for Purpose 
& Prosperity (Heart Drop Press, 2017), the Your Sacred Wealth Code Oracle Cards, and Your 
Sacred Wealth Code Journal. She is a leading Vedic Astrologer, Soul Advisor, business consultant, 
and energy practitioner with more than twenty-five years of  experience. In her work, Prema draws 
from all  of  these life-changing practices and modalities to work with clients one-on-one and in group 
settings, in person and virtually. She also presents to groups as an inspired speaker, guide, and workshop 
facilitator.

There is work that you are meant to do in the world. There is work that you are meant to serve the world 
by doing. When you work with Prema, she closes the gap between inspiration and action by revealing your 
Soul Success Map™ and helping you unlock your Sacred Wealth Code® to discover your unique, divine 
gifts and talents. With these tools, you can quickly move your mission and business forward doing the 
work you are meant to do and experience a new level of  prosperity, freedom, peace, and fulfillment.

Currently, Prema lives outside of  Seattle, Washington with her beloved husband and their Standard Poodle, 
Bella. When she's not working, you can find her hanging out with her two grown children, digging in her 
garden, hiking along the beach, or star gazing. Learn more about Prema at Soulutionary.com and 
SacredWealthCode.com.



ON-AIR BIO

Prema Lee Gurreri is committed to creating a world where everyone is 
empowered to live on purpose, in a way that is aligned with their high-value 
gifts and their birthright of  true prosperity.

Prema is a leading Vedic Astrologer, Soul Advisor, business consultant, and 
energy practitioner, with more than twenty-five years of  experience, the 
#1 best-selling, award-winning author of  Your Sacred Wealth Code: Unlock 
Your Soul Blueprint for Purpose & Prosperity (Heart Drop Press, 2017), and 
the creator of  the Your Sacred Wealth Code Oracle Cards, and the Your 
Sacred Wealth Code Journal.  

She empowers leaders, entrepreneurs, visionaries, and change agents to take 
inspired action and unlock their Sacred Wealth Code®. Using her intuitive 
approach to business-building and her patented Soulutionary® technology, 
Prema’s clients manifest wealth and create meaningful lives by doing what 
they are meant to do. 

To learn more about Prema, visit SacredWealthCode.com.



QUESTIONS FOR PREMA 

1. What is the Sacred Wealth Code?

2. Why do you think everyone should know their Sacred Wealth Code? 

3. How did you come up with the concept for the Sacred Wealth Code? 

4. Vedic Astrology and business development … Sounds like an odd pairing! Why did 
you choose to approach your business and financial teachings in this way? 

5. How might someone’s Wealth Code show up in his or her daily life? 

6. What are three things everyone should know about their Sacred Wealth Code? 

7. A person's Sacred Wealth Code is made up of  Four Pillars and their Sacred Wealth 
Code Archetypes. Can you explain what the Four Pillars are, and why they're important? 

8. Can you introduce us to the Sacred Wealth Code Archetypes? 

9. Once someone identifies their Archetypes, how can they work with them, and what 
will they learn when they do? 

10. What is the biggest success story you have for someone working with their Sacred 
Wealth Code? 

11. What is the biggest mistake someone can make when changing careers or opening a 
business (as it relates to their Sacred Wealth Code)?

12. If  you could share just one “big truth” with every entrepreneur in the world, what 
would it be? 

13. Who specifically do you work with in your coaching and business development 
practice? 

14. What makes someone a perfect candidate to work with you and the Sacred Wealth 
Code system? 



CONTACT INFORMATION

CONTACT   Prema Lee Gurreri

E-MAIL  Prema@Soulutionary.com

PHONE  (206) 801-0863

WEB    Soulutionary.com 
  SacredWealthCode.com

SOCIAL  Facebook.com/Soulutionary 
  Twitter @PremaLeeGurreri 
  Instagram @PremaLeeGurreri

PROMOTIONAL LINKS
ORDER THE BOOK Your Sacred Wealth Code: Unlock Your Soul 
Blueprint for Purpose & Prosperity is available at SacredWealthCode.com 
and Amazon.com for $14.97.

AUDIO RECORDINGS & MEDITATIONS FROM THE BOOK SacredWealthCode.com

SACRED WEALTH CODE READINGS WITH PREMA SacredWealthCode.com

THE SACRED WEALTH CODE QUIZ Take the Sacred Wealth Code 
Quiz and discover one of  your Archetypes! SacredWealthCode.com

THE SACRED WEALTH CIRCLE Work with Prema in a community of  
heart-centered seekers to discover, activate, and integrate your Sacred Wealth 
Code™, skyrocket your success, and create a wealthy life.  
SacredWealthCode.com/circle

THE SACRED WEALTH JOURNEY Work with Prema in a community 
of  heart-centered seekers to discover, activate, and integrate your Sacred Wealth 
Code®. SacredWealthCode.com/journey

THE SACRED WEALTH BUSINESS ACADEMY Work directly 
with Prema in a community of  entrepreneurs, visionaries, and change agents to 
discover, activate, and integrate your Sacred Wealth Code™ and achieve success 
in your business by being who you are and doing what you love!  
Programs.Soulutionary.com

THE SACRED WEALTH CODE FACEBOOK COMMUNITY  
Get live trainings with Prema! bit.ly/FacebookSWC


